


NEOSYSTEM is an innovative service provider for adapting 
space to any occasion or event. Exhibitions and conferences, 
trade shows and museums benefit from NEO.
NEOSYSTEM is a new equipment made for designing and build-
ing attractive temporary spaces and exhibition stands. Tempo-
rary architecture designed by NEOSYSTEM has acquired itself 
as a vivid, breath-taking arts space that empowers events and 
creates an entirely new experience for your corporate market-
ing.



NEOSYSTEM has no analogues in the world. It is an eco-friendly alternative to 
PVC and wood uprights. Typical wooden and plastic stands harm our nature and 
have a huge impact on it, while our glossy glass panels are reusable. NEOSYSTEM 

creates unique styles at the exhibition. We offer turnkey solutions

NEOSYSTEM designs are made of safe glass panels with an individual print and 
magnetizing inner glow that is produced by hundreds of lamps installed inside 
the metal frame. Unlike other modular solutions, our system has no visible met-
al poles or beams, making the design construction significantly more appealing 
to the viewer. NEOSYSTEM is an environmentally friendly alternative to the 
banners printed on PVC or wooden stands.









discovery

1/2   OF BASIC PACKAGE
1/4   of middle package
1/6   of PREMIUM package

№ Product Amount
1 Neo glass 553 pcs

2 Neo elf glass 41 pcs
3 Lamps 610 pcs
4 Glassholders 2376 pcs
5 Connectors 1316 pcs
6 Connecting tubes 5941 pcs
7 Other parts 12337 pcs



NEO – is a unique hardware system that uses innovative “Di Mare” curved glass panels, created 
by architects in order to relieve the boredom of regular exhibition designs.
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NEOSYSTEM has a variety of features that en-
sure comfort and individuality of your space. In-
built doors and displays are integrated as part of 
the whole structure to captivate and induce an in-
novative atmosphere. Also,  a sound system, LCD 
and LED screens can be easily integrated into the 
stand. Get noticed with Neo.



NEO
CAFE



NEO
KIOSK



NEO Kiosk is an ideal tool for those who care about 
their business and want to communicate effective-
ly their message out to the public. Turn random pass-
ers-by to your customers by the unique and captivating 
premium glass look, capturing luster and inner glow. 
Additional features will help you use the kiosk in any 
kind of business environment, from business centre to 
airport.







Neo Advertising makes the best advertising constructions 
for your business. We offer you the most innovative instru-
ments for both indoor and outdoor ads. Neo Advertising is in 
the class of its own. No other firm provides such a diversity 
of shapes and solutions. With us you are always in the centre 
of attention which will increase your brand awareness as well 
as your sales.



Cruise through the summer in style and comfort at an optimal 
investment in NEO’s latest masterpiece – pergola!
Designed to create an ecstatic atmosphere and to provide a 
good shade from the blazing sun. A unique work of art suitable 
as your pool or garden pergola, awesome beach and backyard 
canopy!
Some details about the NEO Pergola:
Whole frame is made out of aluminium, as it is light but solid, 
no rusting and can withstand wind and rain. The fabric on top 
can be any colour and design depending on your idea and style. 
Basic colour of fabric is plain white.






